
Gangways & Marine Elevators 

Eligroup is your trusted partner for gangways and marine elevators on board your cruise and ferry vessels



SMART & SAFE

UNIQUE CONCEPT

VERSATILITY

We are highly specialized in supply and installation and maintenance of lifts, vertical mobility systems and lifting platforms. Our team of experts is at your disposal

for any request and we are confident that our expertise will satisfy your expectations. In order to deliver successful turnkey projects, ELIGROUP controls every

aspect, from top to bottom, of the design, manufacture, installation, training, operation, maintenance, refurbishment and spare-parts distribution for its complete

range of solutions. This unique, fully integrated approach makes ELIGROUP a global partner which not only has the know-how, the experience and the resources to

supply on-time, high quality, efficient and reliable passengers boarding bridges and gangways, but also enables cruise lines, ferry lines and terminal operators to

provide passengers with a superior boarding experience, reduce operational costs and enhance logistic flows.

Our service technicians are certified for offshore

operations and provide support to classification

societies like DNV GL, Lloyd’s Register, Bureau

Veritas etc. when conducting initial tests and

periodic examinations. 

Thanks to the great experience gained in years of

activity we are certain to propose and ensure the

right solution for your needs.

Our team is at your disposal from the first

interaction until the issuance of the service

certificate, supporting you at every stage of the

process. The global presence of our expert

technicians ensures we provide immediate

response and action anywhere in the world. 



VERSATILITY FOR CRUISE & FERRY
SHIPS

Our SPBBs include electro-mechanical and
hydraulic drive and elevation technologies. They
can be defined to serve a large variety of Ferry
and Cruise ships, including those with
overhanging lifeboats, and to overcome many
challenges faced by passenger terminal
operators

MAXIMUM COMFORT & EASY ACCESS
FOR ALL

We strongly believe that from the moment
passengers enter our SPBB, they begin their
journey. All our SPBBs enable step-free access with
limited slopes, thus ensuring that the highest level
of comfort is enjoyed by all passengers, including
those with reduced mobility. 

UNIQUELY DESIGNED
 

Each Ferry and Cruise Terminal is unique and
therefore each facility requires specific logistical
and operational solutions that best fits its
particular needs. ELIGROUP   SPBBs are totally
custom-designed by an expert team of engineers
who take multiple variables in consideration
during the design

INTEGRAL SAFETY SYSTEM
 

ELIGROUP SPBBs provide total safety for people
(passengers and operators) and structures (ships
and terminal buildings) and comply with up-to-
date worldwide safety & security standards.

CUTTING-EDGE TECHNOLOGY
 

ELIGROUP’s SPBBs incorporate the most advanced
elevation and drive technologies, state-of-the-art
automation and direct access design for easy
maintenance

SUPERIOR QUALITY DURABILITY
 

All our Seaport Passenger Boarding Bridges are
designed for an operational lifespan of 20 to 30
years. All materials and components are
rigorously tested and certified according to
European and International standards. 



We maintain your equipment, whatever the make.
Your building has escalators, elevators or moving walks from different suppliers. We can take care of them. With our network of

experts around the world, we will find a solution to keep your equipment running.



ESCALATORS FOR CRUISE SHIPS
 
 
 

Eligroup specializes in escalator systems for cruise ships.
All systems are designed to facilitate the boarding and
disembarkation process and to make operations easier
by also taking into account aspects of energy efficiency.

We do not offer standard off-the-shelf products. Working
together with world wide manufacturers, we consider
each aspect of the required look and functionality to
produce a design sketch for our customer’s approval or
suggestions. 

Once the completed design is approved by our
customer, we obtain class society approval (DNV, ABS,
LR, GL, BV, RINA, NK and KR) to assure you of compliance
with all applicable regulations and standards.
 Experts in the maintenance, upgrading and installation
of lifts and elevation systems. We are able to maintain
any brand of lift thanks to the continuous training of our
technical team.

Fast, efficient and high-quality service thanks to the use
of new technologies and our technical team's capillarity.
We offer personalized advice on all types of projects:
accessibility, energy efficiency improvements, installation
of lifts in properties without them, new construction,
replacement and upgrading of lifts. 
Any mobility solution, any brand.
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